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Introduction  
 
HZM Coin is a utility token of Nemo Land Kingdom (NLK) pioneering metaverse, welcoming folks from worldwide to 
invest, socialize, and populate its cities across five zones. It opens the door for new opportunities to innovate and 
build a community unlike anything ever witnessed. HZM Coin is the ticket to the Kingdom that allows users to 
interact and exchange virtual experiences within the metaverse. It is highly efficient, fast, and securely operating on 
the Ethereum (ERC-20) blockchain. All these abilities make HZM Coin perfect for various transactions within the 
metaverse. HZM Coin is not only powering the NLK metaverse but is also the foundation of Mejhool decentralized 
private messaging app.  

 
 
 

About NLK 
 

Token Platform Ethereum Blockchain 

Token Standard ERC721 

Powered by NFT & Web 3.0 

File System IPFS 

Supply (Lands) 4,000,000  

Cross-Chain Chainlink CCIP 

Currencies Supported HZM, USDT & ETH 
Marketplace OpenSea 

 
 
 

About HZM Coin 
 

Token Name HZM Coin 

Token Ticker HZM 

Token Platform Ethereum Blockchain 

Token Standard ERC20 

Smart Contract v2.0 0x069f967be0CA21C7D793D8C343f71e597D9a49b3 
New Max Supply  4,450,000,000  

Smart Contract v1.0 0xec1b7eb3d3cfac7027fa60b5376e5eadef4f1300 * 

Old Max Supply 100 Billion 
* Smart Contract has been replaced by a new one as per CertiK Audit Report. 

 
 



HZM Ecosystem 
 

• Ticket to Nemo Land Kingdom: HZM Coin is the official cryptocurrency of the Nemo Land Kingdom. It 
enables users to buy, sell, or exchange NFTs or other crypto assets within the NLK or through different 
platforms very easily. 

• Secure and efficient value exchange: HZM Coin can be used to facilitate secure and efficient exchanges of 
value through various platforms.  

• Engaging user experiences with rewards: HZM Coin can be presented as rewards for participation in a 
range of immersive and rewarding experiences, including games and challenges. 

• Commitment to making a positive impact: HZM Coin is a part of making a difference in the world through 
initiatives that promote charitable causes and improve governance.  

• Powering Mejhool: HZM Coin is an integral part of the development, promotion and working of Mejhool 
decentralized private messaging app.  

 
 
 

Upcoming Nemoland Kingdom 
 
Embark on an exciting journey as Nemo Land Kingdom ventures into a new phase, spearheading innovation and 
exploration in the metaverse. As pioneers in virtual realms, we're thrilled to unveil groundbreaking advancements 
that redefine the digital landscape. We’re committed to push digital boundaries and embrace cutting-edge 
technology as Nemo Land Kingdom is destined to revolutionize the metaverse experience. Welcome to the future of 
metaverse with the Nemo Land Kingdom opening its gates. 

 
• Dynamic Interactive Events: Brace yourself for socially immersive experiences in NLK’s upcoming dynamic 

interactive events. These events are designed to foster meaningful social interactions among citizens and 
visitors alike. 

• Customizable Avatars & Personal Spaces: Get ready to express your unique identity and style in Nemoland 
Kingdom's upcoming customizable avatars and personal spaces feature. Tailor your avatar to reflect your 
personality, preferences, and aspirations. 

• Innovative Blockchain Integration: Experience the future of virtual economies with Nemoland Kingdom's 
innovative blockchain integration. Seamlessly trade, exchange, and transact with confidence using HZM, 
the kingdom's official cryptocurrency. 

 
 
 

HZM contribution to WEB 3.0 Community 

 
Mejhool is a revolutionary decentralized private messaging app powered by HZM offers a comprehensive, secure 
communication experience to its users by allowing them to send text messages, make voice and video calls, share 
images, documents, emojis, HZM stickers, and more, while maintaining their privacy. With the app, users can enjoy 
all the features of top-tier chat apps like WhatsApp, Telegram, and Signal, but with the added assurance of peer-to-
peer or decentralized connections that eliminate the risk of third-party data breaches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Partnerships and Collaborations 
 
We recognize the value of partnerships and collaborations in building credibility and exposure for HZM Coin. We are 
actively seeking out opportunities to collaborate with industry leaders, form strategic alliances, and participate in 
conferences and other events. With the launch of Nemo Land Kingdom, HZM Coin is now in full circulation within 
the metaverse. This is helping us prove the practicality of HZM Coin and establish partnerships that can back us as a 
leader in the blockchain world.  
 
 
 

Founders Wallets  
 
The founders of HZM coin has locked their personal wallet for 5 years to demonstrate commitment to the project's 
long-term success and to prevent personal financial gain from influencing the coin's future. This creates trust and 
stability in the community by showing the founder's belief in the coin's potential.  
 

Dr. Mohamed Al Arab: 0xeec3695dee85e3bf04007b34820dc0169f309407 

Yusuf Haji: 0x50a0248ff24ee55b28835162923d5d0cc4ce2ac8 

Fahad Faqeeh: 0xc49c83e8217351026afea8b6e91604417c123843 
Condition: After 5 Years, the owners of the wallet can cash out One Million HZM per month starting July 2026. 

 
 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 
The content in this White Paper is subject to modifications or revisions. It should not be interpreted as a binding 
commitment, promise, or guarantee by NLK or any other entity mentioned in this document regarding the future 
availability of services related to token usage or their subsequent performance or value. The document does not 
constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It should not be relied upon as the basis for any 
contract or commitment. NLK explicitly disclaims responsibility for any direct or consequential loss arising from 
reliance on the information in this white paper. Remember, this is not financial advice, and any investment involves 
risks. Always conduct independent due diligence before making investment decisions. 


